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BPP Enhancements - September/October 2012 
 

Change Log Cautions 
 
Not all updates, from either B/P/P or the ESI applications, are recorded in the Change Log.  This means 
the log cannot yet be used to determine exactly the last update for most items.  We are working towards 
comprehensive logging (recording every update) one related group of items at a time, and will announce 
when a group is completed.  When reviewing the log, please keep in mind the date the logging for that 
group of items became comprehensive.  These dates will be made available on the BPP website at a 
later time. 
 
To date, ACH items and W-4 items for FIT are logged comprehensively. 
 
 

Employee Banking Information Screen 901 shows Previously Updated Items 

 
Employee Banking Information screen 901 now shows ACH items from the old values on the current 
record in the Change Log.  Use the F9 Log key to access the entire Change Log for the UIN being 

viewed, as described in HOP 598. 
 
 
Development of Expanded Screens Function (F10 Exp Function Key) 

 
Effective October 1, 2012, press the F10 Exp function key (where available) to see an Expanded Screen 
presenting more information about groups of items on the initial screen.  The expanded information 
includes user friendly language for labels and BPP codes, and the most recently updated comment.  Old 
values from the last update in the Change Log are displayed for items being logged, showing current and 
previous data. 
  
No additional security is needed to access the Expanded Screens function.  The F10 Exp function key is 
currently available on screens where logged data is available (i.e. the Log key is shown) except screen 
101.  Expanded Screens are provided on the “Tax” OASI/UCI/EIC/FIT/SIT screen 102 and the Address 
screen 111, with screen 101 next on the list to be developed. 
 
Some expanded items state the item’s purpose and/or restrictions.  Some examples are:   
 

Privacy Flag: Y  Privacy flag set - contact information will 

                only be given to vendors assigned to the participant. 

 

E-mail Address:  Valid work email address recommended.  Address to send 

   system notices by iBenefits or HRConnect. 

 

For detail about the Expanded Screen function, please refer to screen documentation for those 
presenting the F10 Exp key (Address screen 111, “Tax” screen 102).   

http://www.tamus.edu/assets/files/bpp/pdf/hops/598.pdf
http://www.tamus.edu/assets/files/bpp/pdf/screens/111.pdf
http://www.tamus.edu/assets/files/bpp/pdf/screens/102.pdf
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BH Updates Depot Replaced by HR Reporting Depot in File Depot 
 

Files in the BH Updates depot in File Depot are moving to a new area called HR Reporting.  Effective 
November 30, 2012, the BH Updates depot will no longer exist.  Please begin using the HR Reporting 
depot as soon as possible, contacting BCSSupport@tamus.edu to gain access rights. 
 
 

Converting Additional Reports to Spreadsheets for File Depot 
 
More reports are being converted to comma separated values (CSV) format for loading to spreadsheets.  
Once converted, the CSV files are loaded to File Depot. The printed reports will be maintained until they 
are no longer in use. 
 
As a result of these conversions, two new depots are available:  HR Reporting and Payroll Reporting.  
The HR Reporting depot contains some of the newly converted files (listed below).   
 

 Priority Code Premium Update for those reaching SGIP Eligibility Date (BP7005N) 

 Retirees in 65-Plus Approaching 6 Months Worked in a Fiscal Year (BP7106N) 

 Employees to be Inspected for ORP Eligibility (BP8008) 

 Dependents over age 24 (BP8030) 

 Dependents over age 25 (BP8030)  
 
 

Budget Actions Potentially Affecting Benefits (BUDGT500 BP1606) in File Depot 
 
Available in the HR Reporting and Payroll Reporting depots is the file of Budget Actions Potentially 
Affecting Benefits (BUDGT500 BP1606), aka the Daily Report.  The file is overwritten daily, so download 
the file daily or the data will be lost.  If you prefer the files be placed in separate files, please notify BPP-
Prod@tamus.edu.  The separate files would have the date produced in the filename, as occurs for other 
reports in HR Reports.  This would be the best practice, but is not the default since it requires workstation 
staff to periodically delete the files downloaded. 
 
 

Deleting File Depot Files 
 
One workstation’s depot in File Depot has 450 files to sift through to find current data.  This is one of 
many depots in File Depot becoming unwieldy.  To improve performance and ease your search for data, 
please remember to delete files after they are collected (Downloaded and Saved).  To recognize those 
files to delete, look for a red Delete button to the immediate right of the Download button.  Also, the 
filename probably has a date as part of the name (like “Prepay_201210_wsa.csv”, which was produced 
for the month of October 2012.) 
 
 

Principle Investigator (PI) Flag Update  
 

As of October 11, 2012, changes to the PI Eligibility Flag have been moved to production.  The PI 
Eligibility flag on screen 101 has been initialized for everyone.  These were set to the default value on the 
title codes table (screens 302/303). 

mailto:BCSSupport@tamus.edu
mailto:BPP-Prod@tamus.edu
mailto:BPP-Prod@tamus.edu
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Valid PI Eligibility Flag values on B/P/P screen 101 are: 
 

 Y – Yes, set monthly based on what is on the title code table  

 N – No, set monthly based on what is on the title code table  

 1 – Yes, is PI eligible, value is never automatically reset  

 0 – No, is not PI eligible, value is never automatically reset  

Anyone with a Tenure Status of ‘Y’ has their PI Eligibility Flag on BPP-EMPLOYEES set to ‘Y’ (if it is 
currently an ‘N’) or ‘1’ (if it is currently a ‘0’), regardless of their current title code.   
 
When a PI Eligibility Flag is changed on the title code table (screens 302/303), the value is updated for 
everyone with that workstation/title code.  That update occurs during the next Month-End processing. 
 
The purpose of these changes is to allow research offices greater flexibility to specify title codes that are 
always PI-eligible and also to provide a way to indicate exceptions (such as employees in title codes that 
normally are not PI-eligible but those employees are in fact PI-eligible OR employees in title codes that 
normally are PI-eligible, but those employees are not).  Previously the possible values for this flag were 
Y, N, or blank.   

 
The TrainTraq rule for assigning the Financial Conflicts of Interest training to PI-eligible employees has 
been changed to assign the training if the employee’s PI flag set to either Y or 1.  Once an assignment 
has been made, the only way to permanently remove it is to first set the PI flag to N or 0 in BPP, and then 
withdraw it in TrainTraq.  If the flag is set to Y or 1, you can remove the assignment, but the course will 
be re-assigned the next day. 
 
Note that there is also a separate assignment rule in place that assigns the training to graduate 
assistants (employees with Faculty Rank = 0); that rule has not been changed. 
 
Finally, note that currently the PI flag can be updated only in BPP, so only HR/Payroll staff with BPP 
access can update it.  However, in a few weeks, research office staff with Central Admin-level access to 
the Time & Effort application will be able to use the T&E system to update the flag. 
 
 
 
Please email BCSSupport@tamus.edu with problems or questions. 
 
 

file:///C:/Users/pwolfe/Documents/SharePoint%20Drafts/BCSSupport@tamus.edu

